McNair Scholar Charlotte Eckmann contributes to MariSci Undergraduate Journal

. . . . Eckmann serves as a peer edit and contributing writer.
http://www.flipsnack.com/5FBDCDAD75E/fti2ce62

Carolina Scholar Catherine Buddin leads students on service trip to Honduras

. . . . Catherine Buddin didn’t know that her spontaneous decision to travel to Honduras last winter break would change her life. But this year, she’s hoping to have the same impact on a group of USC students.
http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2013/12_catherine_buddin_students_helping_honduras_service_trips.php#UrG9UeL9w8G

Two Scholars spotlighted as Peer Leaders

. . . . Horseshoe Scholar Daniel Fischer and Miller Hane are spotlighted on the Office of Student Engagement Peer Leader site.
http://www.housing.sc.edu/studentengagement/pls.html

Addition of Stamps Carolina Scholars is a bragging point from the President

. . . . A generous gift from the Stamps Family Charitable Foundation added five Stamps Carolina Scholars to USC’s most prestigious in-state scholarship program.